Table System 900.

The Amazing Elevating Table –
What You Always Wanted
Merkt presents a new kind of table. The name lectern worktop does not
do it justice. The height of this “elevator table” can be adapted to any
situation extremely easily. Thanks to its pneumatic spring mechanism
the table top glides gently to whatever height its user requires – be it
for a champagne reception or for storing filing next to a workstation.
The elevator table is available on castors, so that it can be wheeled to
wherever it is needed. Or it can stand in a fixed location, on a stable
floor plate. A multifunctional table, an essential feature in any office or
reception environment. Flexible and as valuable as a full-blown workstation system.

All variants can be combined with
floor plates. The tables equipped with
pneumatic springs can also be combined with base elements on castors
or glides.

1 Height adjustment The height
is adjusted by means of pneumatic
springs using hand or foot-operated
controls. Height adjustment range:
720–1160 mm. There is also a fixedheight and an adjustable version
using regular perforations in the
frame.
2 Guiding mechanisms High-grade
roller guiding mechanisms make for
maximum stability and optimum
gliding qualities.
3 Base Interchangeable innovative
plates and mobile base elements
make it easier to suit individual customer requirements.
4 Finish Frames are supplied with
a highgrade powder coating. Various
sections of the frames are also available in stainless steel or chromed
versions.
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The pedal for adjusting the height
can be adapted for any table-top
diameter.
Its foot-pedal makes the pneumatic
spring-assisted height adjustment
mechanism easy to operate.
An innovative rubber edge protects
the level-adjustable floor plate from
damage. “Inlays” with various finishes
are available.
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